ment for * on C -{0}; and the inverse of the imaginary number i is -i since i * (-/ ) = -j 2 = -(-1) = 1 -Similarly in matrix algebra, [::j acts much as the number 1 does for multiplication, and a square matrix A e M_ >: (R) is said to be invertible if A-' exists such that A A-' = A-' A= l 2 . For example, I 2 9 1 -4 9 I I -4 9|2 9 I I 1 0| Li 4_|_i -2_rL i -2L 4_rLo ij proves that 2 9 1 4 is invertible In geometry the notion of inversion is further manifested with visually conceivable illustrations. The transformation defined by f(p) = P-Pc i Po.
peR "-fp") shows an inversion with respect to the unit sphere centered at Po eR " Geometrically,/ takes p e R"-(pJ into a point /(p) , which is on the line through (p) and p at a distance |/(p)p 1 = 1 / |p-p"| from po , Therefore / keeps fixed the sphere of radius 1 around Po and permutes the interior region with the exterior of such a sphere. In particular,/ 2 = identity; that is, /-'=/ 4 Inversion, as the above algebraic and geometrical examples demonstrate, involves a reciprocal relation between two ele-ments, each an opposition of the other in reference to an identity element and each bears a distorted resemblance of the other: numerator vs. denominator (100 and 1/100), positive versus negative ( i and -i ), and deranged entries with or without changed signs in the matrices.
To assimilate this mathematical notion of inversion, the following tells a story of a city that embodies both an origin and its inverse, with the reader-the reader's mind -as the identity element. The city is Quotient City and the motivation of the city is Quotient Topology It comes from geometrygeometry as constructed surfaces using cut-and-paste technologies: a disk with its boundary sewed to a point creates a sphere (topologically speaking): a rectangle having its opposite edges joined with a half-twist makes a Mobius band (figure 1), et cetera.
Quotient City
At a glance, in God's view, the city resembles a chessboard marked with squares in various sizes. The surfaces of the city seem continuous, where one square ends the next starts, and evidences of visual continuity are spotted here and there: an entomologist ogles a tarantula across a border; a meddlesome neighbor gesticulates at a couple fighting next door. However, acoustic continuity is doubtful-there are cats sleeping soundly in one quad, paying no attention to the mad bulldog barking nearby at another. Neither is the spatial continuity apparent No inhabitants are seen moving about from square to square crossing the boundaries, and no objects are found stretching across the edges. Indeed, besides the siting contiguity and visual connectivity, the squares appear autonomous and self-contained, each an entity independent of the others.
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Situated at the heart of the city is a giant square, where functions and activitiesgovernance, merchandise, theater, religious congregations, etc-concentrate, and sentiments of engaging and belonging brew. From here the city imbricates outwardly As such, the central square simulates an origin and gives orientation Contrary to the hybrid city center, there in each square resides but one singular program: pig farm, butterfly garden, Spanish moss yard, pencil factory Adpming the sunbathing square festooned with colorful bikinis and shorts is a horserace square streaked with bright red bleachers on two ends and racetracks sandwiched in between. One reposeful, the other clamorous. On the tracks the horses are running full speed towards the sunbathing field. Though fast approaching the boundary, the horses show no sign of decelerating, while the bodies basking on the grass show no agitation; presently the horses will stamp on the sunbathers. However, just as the restless are about to collide with the relaxed, a disruption occurs: The instant the horses reach the border, they disappear into it but only reappear from the opposite side of the square where the starting line is. In this way the cyclic movement recurs and repeats until the distance of the race is finished.
The spatial inversion in truth is the result of a quotient mapping. Simply stated, the horserace square has its opposite edges pasted together. With the first pair of edges glued together, the square transforms to a cylinder and then with the second pair, the circular ends of the cylinder, it becomes a torus-or a donut (figure 2) Therefore, while the horserace square is visually a flat rectangle, spatially it is a donut, and the tracks are circular paths wrapping around the donut in the same direction. Alternatively, the space can be visualized in a "flat" point of view as infinite identical copies of the horserace square placed edge to edge (figure 4), and the horse race be followed by focusing on any one horizontal strip left to right, just as one would reading a comic strip. But to make sense of the race, all other cells that simultaneously show the same image must be ignored. Similarly, attaching a square's opposite edges and giving both pairs a half-twist generates a real projective plane ( figure 5 ). Here in Quotient City the real projective plane differentiates itself from other squares not just through form but also through its formal indeterminacy A RPP square never assumes one stable form but morphs perpetually among its topological equivalencies: the crosscap, the Roman surface, and the boy's surface ( figure 6 ). As a matter of fact, all objects in a RPP are dynamic-they distort and contort, contract and expand, transmutation is the only constant. Within, the olfactory, the palatal, the tactile, and other senses have no use; nothing is discernable but the distinguished topological forms. Thus at Cafe Quotidian, a customer orders a cup of coffee and a bagel, the waitress serves him two bagels At an urban scale the transport system determines the city's toponomy, its blueprint grounded on a topological concept that mathematicians call "decomposition space." The decomposition is made possible because the time required to motion from any nexus to the 0-nexus that connects the central square is distinct, in fraction of a second's time. If the time required is, say, 3/8 of a second, then the nexus is named 3-8-nexus and the squares linked to it constitute the 3-8-second district. Thus quotient by time the city is partitioned into zones Further in a zone a tertiary number is assigned to every square within as an address. E.G., 7-4-7 stands for the seventh square in 7-4-second district.
Private House Law
The houses are water curves built by dwellers themselves; one habitation per square abiding the canon of singular-program. Actually not "house" but "ring-stacking toy" is what the private habitation termed-appropriated from its construction method.
On the ground of every living-square are small pits (quotient points) blocked with stoppers when not in use. To build, a set of quotient points is selected to receive the erect rods which in turn receive the water rings-the points dictate form, the rod support as the rings skin the structure. To raze, simply reverse the building process. That is the standard ring-stacking toy construction (figure 8) 7_ For definitions of topology and topological space, refer to Hsieh's "Urban Sleeper" in Thresholds 27 (2003): 76 2. A group is an ordered pair (G, ») where G is a set and « is a binary operation on G satisfying the following axioms 1 (a » b) « c = a » (b * c), for all a, b, c e G 2. There exists an element e in G such that a « e = e * a = a, for all ae G (e is called an identity of G) 3 For each ae G there is an element a ' of G such that a * a ' = a" 1 » a = e (a 1 is called an inverse of a) (Dummit and Foote, Abstract Algebra. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1999, 17-18) 3 R denotes the real numbers and Rn denotes R x R x, , x R, the Cartesian product of n sets of R 4 Manfredo Perdigao do Carmo translated by Francis Flaherty, Riemannian Geometry, (Boston Birkhauser, 1992) , 169. 5. The form of a bagel is topologically equivalent to that of a coffee cup.
